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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CHG Recognized as One of the Top 10 Best Companies to Work For in America
CHG Healthcare Services is only Utah-headquartered company to make annual FORTUNE list
SALT LAKE CITY, 19 January 2012 – CHG Healthcare Services is the ninth best company to work for in
America, according to FORTUNE magazine and its 15th annual ―100 Best Companies to Work For™‖ list. CHG
jumped to the top 10 on the list from no. 27 last year—2012 marks the third year in a row that CHG holds this
honor.
―When I brought my daughter to ‗Bring your Child to Work Day,‘ she left me a note on my desk. It said, ‗Hi
Dad! Your job‘s fun!‘‖ says Gil Rodriguez, recruiter, CompHealth permanent placement, a CHG division in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. ―That‘s when I realized that I did work at a great company.‖
The FORTUNE list is based in large part on one of the most extensive confidential employee surveys in
corporate America. Employees said CHG‘s high level of respect towards its employees, its efforts to promote a
sense of camaraderie among one other, and its commitment to fairness are the top reasons they work for the
company. Employees say these qualities are also the reasons they refer their friends and families to the
business—more than half of total hires come from employee referrals.
FORTUNE partners with the Great Place to Work Institute to conduct the survey, which includes questions
related to a trust index and a culture audit. Scoring criteria is based, in part, on business practices such as salary
and benefits, hiring practices, recognition programs and diversity efforts.
More about CHG Healthcare Services
Founded in 1979, CHG Healthcare Services is one of the nation's oldest and largest healthcare staffing firms,
employing approximately 1,400 professionals across the United States. The company provides a comprehensive
service offering that includes temporary and permanent placement of physicians, allied health professionals and
nurses to hospitals and healthcare organizations in all 50 states through trusted brands including CompHealth,
Weatherby Healthcare, RN Network, and Foundation Medical Staffing. For more information, visit
www.chghealthcare.com, follow us on Twitter @CHGHealthcare, or ―like us‖ on Facebook.
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